
Research Statement

Research Agenda
As a researcher I strive to develop Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies that
foster positive social interactions and lead to more equitable systems. My work focuses on
pragmatic formalisms that measure factuality, intent, and social bias of language. For example,
given the false statement “Water boiled with garlic cures coronavirus,” my work uses commonsense
reasoning to bridge the gap between what is explicitly stated and implicit knowledge like implied
actions, e.g. “people should drink garlic water.” These formalisms can support building AI systems
to address critical applications like fact-checking and content moderation. I have identified three
key thrusts of research to investigate:

1. Social Commonsense Reasoning - How well can Deep Learning models accurately capture
pragmatic context like user perspective (e.g. political leanings), predict reactions or perceive
emotions of people in everyday situations? [2, 20, 21]

2. Factuality in Neural Text Generation - How can Deep Learning models recognize text that is
factually consistent with prior context and with general world knowledge? [2, 9, 12]

3. Equity & Inclusion in Neural Language Models - How can an Artificial Intelligence (AI)
system be designed with inclusivity and interpretability in mind? Do particular neural language
models lead to model behavior that might reinforce social inequities? [13, 17, 16, 22]

While essential to the design of algorithms that function well in real-world settings, these types
of reasoning are not well-captured by current Deep Learning approaches. My research explains
where the shortcomings lie, what are the dangers of not considering pragmatic context in machine
reasoning, and how to improve reasoning capabilities using generative approaches.

Analyzing Misinformation with Social Commonsense Reasoning:

The first key aim of my research is determining how textual content impacts readers (e.g. cognitive,
emotional and physical consequences resulting from a reader’s interpretation of a text fragment).
My goal is to use social commonsense reasoning to understand how readers perceive reliability
of textual claims and what the broader societal impacts of letting claims proliferate are. This is
a nuanced problem owing to the out-of-context manner in which media is usually presented [1].
Furthermore, determining factuality of claims does not reveal the likelihood of claims to spread or
potential impact of claims on readers.

To analyze factors involved in risk assessment and virality of claims, I introduced a structured
pragmatic formalism for interpreting implications of news headlines (Misinfo Reaction Frames) [2].
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This work is grounded in prior literature on Frame Semantics [3], Theory-of-Mind [4] and machine
commonsense reasoning [5]. It seeks to elucidate physical, emotional and cognitive impact of
implicit messages conveyed by news headlines on readers. For the project, I developed a knowledge
graph with 6 dimensions relating to impact of a news headline, including factuality, likelihood of
conveyed information being spread and actions the headline may provoke a reader to take. Using
international Covid-19, climate change and cancer news headlines that were verified by fact-checkers,
I crowdsourced a large-scale dataset based around the defined knowledge graph for reasoning over
headlines. I then used the curated dataset to develop tools for assessing unseen headlines by training
transformer-based models [6, 7]. Initial findings from statistical hypothesis testing (specifically a
A/B study) I conducted indicate that the approach is effective at calibrating users’ trust in news
headlines - users trust misinformation headlines less after viewing machine-generated Misinfo
Reaction Frame implications.

I recently presented the work at ACL 2022, and am working with collaborators in Security &
Privacy research at the University of Washington to deploy the developed tools as an browser
extension application (The in-progress demo using a model trained on Misinfo Reaction Frames can
be seen in Figure 1). This will empower users to think more critically about online content and
share their own interpretations of implicit messages conveyed by digital media. I believe such tools
for detecting false or harmful language could have wide-ranging societal benefits. One potential
case study is an ongoing project I am engaged in with Cynthia Breazeal1 and researchers from MIT
Media Lab2 where we are exploring the use of social agents to help children develop reading compre-
hension skills. Here factually- and ethically-constrained generation could prevent potential harms of
conversational AI [8] and ensure child-appropriateness of dialogue output by educational social agents.

Figure 1: Web browser appli-
cation with Misinfo Reaction
Frames backend model for im-
plication prediction.

Evaluating Factuality of Machine-generated Text:

The second aim of my research is ensuring factual groundedness of
text generation. Hallucinatory behavior of generative models poses
an ongoing challenge to using machine-generated implications for
misinformation detection, fact-checking and online interventions
[9, 10]. Model hallucinations arise from parameterization of models
learned during training being reliant only on training data distribu-
tions, rather than real-world plausibility or verified factual knowl-
edge. This can be mitigated by methods like loss truncation [11] or
adding controllability and flexibility to language models through ar-
chitectures like my work on generator-discriminator frameworks [12].
However, I found that the metrics by which we evaluate quality
of generative models are themselves a bottleneck to improving
factuality. I developed a theoretically-grounded meta-evaluation,
Go Figure, for evaluating the metrics used to assess performance of
text summarization models. I found a number of limitations in both
common summarization metrics and recently proposed metrics that use end-task objectives like

https://www.media.mit.edu/people/cynthiab/overview/
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question-answering to rank factuality [9]. I also defined a taxonomy of errors based on the distribution
found in summaries generated by the T5 language model [6], and uncovered that performance varies
across factual error types. This points out (1) the risk of machine-generated disinformation being
encouraged in selection of generative models due to incorrectly specified evaluation, and (2) the
need for more fine-grained schema in assessing factuality to avoid overweighting easy-to-detect errors.

Mitigation of Harms from Neural Language Models:

The third aim of my broader research agenda is ensuring algorithms are designed in a way that
mitigates social inequities. In 2019, collaborators and I released a paper revealing that existing Twit-
ter hate speech detection datasets contained significant bias towards speakers of African-American
Vernacular English (AAVE) [13]. This bias in training data is amplified by text classifiers like
those underlying the Google Perspective API (See Figure 2 for label distributions),3 leading to a
concerning situation where at-risk populations are being discriminated against by deployment of
the very algorithms developed for their protection. This finding highlighted two major fairness
issues within the current framing of toxic language detection (and more broadly, NLP tasks) -
disembodiment and imbalanced evaluation.

Figure 2: Average probability mass of toxicity
classes as given by hate speech classifiers trained
on Twitter data. Proportions are shown for AAVE,
White-aligned English, and overall.

As noted by [14], NLP models and datasets be-
come disembodied when researchers attempt to
abstract away context in pursuit of universality.
Curation of large-scale datasets means stripping
away important features like information about
online ecosystems in which conversations arise or
audience vs. speaker dynamics. Such pragmatic
context is critical for tasks like toxic language
detection (e.g. when the identity of the speaker
may change the perceived intent and harmful-
ness of their speech). The harms of interpreting
data out-of-context may be mitigated by de-
signing evaluations based on real-world data
distributions, where the concerns of stakehold-
ers are properly considered as part of the model
selection process. Our work highlighted that
both in research and production models were not thoroughly evaluated with respect to real-world
use and the diverse perspectives of their users.

To address these issues, collaborators and I induced a large language model to produce the
types of data missing from current datasets. This led to the Toxigen project, in which we view
large pretrained language models like GPT-3 [15] as tools to extract web data and distill
knowledge about socially biased and harmful online text [16]. For Toxigen, we use carefully
crafted prompts to encourage GPT-3 to generate either “harmless” or “toxic” language directed at
one of 13 at-risk groups commonly targeted by hate speech. Toxigen also uses an adversarial variant
of beam search decoding in which GPT-3 is encouraged to generate text that fools a hate speech

https://perspectiveapi.com/
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classifier by starting with a prompt with a specific label (e.g. toxic language) and maximizing a
combination of the GPT-3 language model likelihood and the classifier likelihood of a contradictory
label (e.g. harmless language).

In three years, these works have already been influential. The Risk of Racial Bias paper was
covered by multiple media outlets including Forbes4 and was nominated for a best short paper at
ACL 2019. A follow-up work that I co-authored, Social Bias Frames [17], won best paper at the
WeCNLP 2020 summit. Toxigen was covered by TechCrunch5 in 2022 and will be used in production
for content filtering at Microsoft Research.

Future Directions
For my long-term research plan to build equitable and factually correct systems, I intend to merge
these frameworks for interpreting potential harm of language with ongoing work exploring infor-
mation disorder and factuality. I found in my work on Toxigen that a significant percentage of
machine-generated language made a factual claim, and postulate that there may be benefit from
taking a holistic view of online harm in which we consider the role social biases play in disinformation
spread and vice versa. I am currently working with researchers at UW, AI2, and CMU to develop a
unified multi-modal framework for detection of false or harmful language.

Based on my prior work, I have identified two areas I plan to explore to further my main research goals:

Improving explainability of language models: My work has shown that the ability of mod-
els to reason correctly can be improved by making problem-solving operations explicit [18]. This has
the added benefit of making decision-making more explainable and trustworthy to users. Explanation
generation can also allow human users to understand implications conveyed by text. As a long-term
goal, I plan to use machine-generated explanations for refining users’ ability to read with discernment
and question the veracity and underlying intent of communications.

In-the-wild testing and strategies for distributional robustness: A pervasive issue in NLP
research is model brittleness to out-of-distribution data [19], which is particularly problematic for
large-scale and in-the-wild deployment of algorithms. I have work recently accepted to Findings of
EMNLP on generating naturalistic adversaries for improving robustness of text classifiers. In my
future work, I plan to focus on development of best practices for simulating in-the-wild testing and
evaluations that consider a diverse pool of potential stakeholders using online crowdsourcing. This
builds upon previous user-centric work I have done, to design effective crowdsourcing interfaces
for data collection (e.g. for Toxigen) and user-focused model validation (e.g. A/B testing of
machine-generated Misinfo Reaction Frames implications). I would also like to work with journalists
and grassroots organizations (e.g. DAIR Institute,6 Masakhane,7 the Anti-Defamation League8) to
ensure groundedness and generalization of research.

Publications
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